
� ere is no road or path you travel where hope does not reach to steady you. 
Hope can seem risky business when you feel disenchanted, especially 
when life seems blurred by tears. But hope is an anchor of the soul, 
an essential life partner that enables you to ride out storms and make 
adjustments when rising tides threaten to throw you o�  course. Hope 
hoists its sails in the midst of turbulent winds. It helps you safely navigate 
the open sea of possibilities. Hope always sees a better way. Hope is the 
wide-angle lens through which you can clearly refocus to once again see 
the big picture when life’s urgencies and emergencies have blindsided you. 
Hope will never abandon you. It has the uncanny ability to appear in 
the most hopeless moment. Hope is much more than a wishful thought 
or dream. Hope sees beyond obstacles, challenges, and disappointments.

Would you like to be certain of spiritual realities and truths that presently 
you cannot see? � en carve out time each day with Gail McWilliams in 
this extraordinary book Hope Sees.                          —Joni Eareckson Tada

When the white noise of your fears and 
anxieties tries to drown out hope,

hope softly whispers, “don’t give up!”

you cannot see? � en carve out time each day with Gail McWilliams in 
this extraordinary book Hope Sees.                          —Joni Eareckson Tada

Gail McWilliams is a seasoned international speaker, multi-published 
author and national radio host.
   Her courageous and gripping story of gradually losing her eyesight 
having her children is the backdrop to her life message of vision that 
sees no limits.
   Gail is an ambassador of hope who has learned to overcome major 
obstacles with faith and joy. She captivates audiences and inspires 
them to live life on purpose, with purpose. She is a resilient visionary 
who inspires action and delivers renewed focus. Gail is intensely 
challenging and completely unforgettable. Her vivacious personality, 
effervescent humor and extraordinary capacity to deliver her life-
message are met with broad and energetic approval.


